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Social Emotional Learning 
&

Self Leadership 

● Why is social emotional development so important? 

● What is Self Leadership? 

● Why is the music classroom the ideal place for social 

emotional learning and social justice?  

● How can this translate into practical application in the 

classroom. 



What does Self 

Leadership look 

like in the 

music 

classroom? 

● Daily check in routine

● Establishing common 

language

● Building trusting 

relationships 

● Modeling self 

leadership



Brave Creative

Protective

Worried

Happy

Frustrated 

Calm

Understanding



The 8 Cs
Calm

Curiosity

Clarity

Connectedness 

Confidence

Courage 

Creativity

Compassion

When we are leading from 

the self we are able to 

access the 8cs.



What is identity and why is it important to  SEL 
and SJ? 

Social Justice  Identity Anchor Standards

1. Students will develop positive social identities based on their 

membership in multiple groups in society.

2. Students will develop language and historical and cultural 

knowledge that affirm and accurately describe their membership in 

multiple identity groups.

3. Students will recognize that people’s multiple identities interact and 

create unique and complex individuals.

4. Students will express pride, confidence and healthy self-esteem 

without denying the value and dignity of other people.

5. Students will recognize traits of the dominant culture, their home 

culture and other cultures and understand how they negotiate their 

own identity in multiple spaces.

SEL Components

Develop a positive self 

concept: 

● Self Awareness

● Describe attributes of 

self and others, 

including relevant 

cultural characteristics 

of self

https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/SDE/Board/BoardMaterials010318/The_Components_of_Social_Emotional_and_Intellectual_Habits_Kindergarten_through_Grade_3.pdf


RULER and SJ Standards
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Green Zone - Low energy and pleasant 
feelings. 

Blue Zone - Low energy and 
unpleasant feelings.

Yellow Zone - High energy and 
pleasant feelings. 

Red Zone - High energy and 
unpleasant feelings. 

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING: 

Exploring Energy and Feelings through Music

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1a6zcPJb6a78HQ0SpsOlQPJgqIv2TddKI/view
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SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING: 

Exploring Energy and Feelings through Music
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SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING: 

Exploring Energy and Feelings through Music
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SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING: 
CONNECTING THROUGH MUSIC TO OUR CHARTERS

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1O4b5WnKGroVQj4MiJV-Q8592N8II4Xu0/view
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SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING: 
CONNECTING THROUGH MUSIC TO OUR CHARTERS

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1poC21A8O236aUx7YGCDiA0ytPuy5rwzR/view
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SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING: 
CONNECTING THROUGH MUSIC TO OUR CHARTERS

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1xWLJoXda6HWDDfAahQbqkpRGXNDVvg5Y/view


SOCIAL JUSTICE: 

Exploring Standards through Music

http://drive.google.com/file/d/11-HqH8tkut29DzF_b2FLSlftOabH60-C/view


SOCIAL JUSTICE: 

Exploring standards through music



SOCIAL JUSTICE: 

Teachers from multiple ethnicities

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZYaq_PaySsOp3DMMyv3nPeF8L1HAZr2P/view


SOCIAL JUSTICE: 

Responding to the experiences of students

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1ojtfNpW69EbqiynNXNYL0yLmcQCRJMGY/view


What does identity look like in the music classroom?

● Who are you representing in your curricular 

choices?

● Are your students seeing themselves in the 

materials? (windows, mirrors, sliding glass doors)

● How is language used to reinforce identity in the 

classroom? 
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Please take a moment to provide us with feedback through a 

brief survey: http://bit.ly/SELSJinMusic
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